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Figure 1
BACKGROUND
Climate change imposes drastic constrains to winemakers who have to cope with dramatic drops in
wine acidity. Until now the management of wine acidity by using S cerevisiae strains has been poorly
investigated. However, a natural variability in the metabolism of malic acid has been previously
described by several authors (Yeramian & al 2007, Redzepovic & al 2003) with a direct impact of the
final pH of wine after alcoholic fermentation. Recently, we identified several genes and QTLs that
control malic acid metabolism paving the way to implement breeding programs driven by molecular
markers.
In this study we optimized the MAC% of yeast. This trait represent the proportion of malic acid
consumed or produced by yeast during alcoholic fermentation. Positive MAC% values indicate a
consumption of malic acid while negative values indicate a production of malic acid by yeast
𝑀𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑚𝑢𝑠𝑡 − 𝑀𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑒
metabolism.
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CONSTRUCTION OF ACIDIC & DEMALIC STRAINS BY BREEDING
A large breeding program was implemented using four founder commercial starters
(F,M,G,S) strains. Two F1 hybrids FM and GS were obtained and sporulated in order to get
a hundred progenies that were phenotyped for their MAC%. Extreme progenies for MAC%
of each populations were crossed and two new hybrids were obtained. FMGS1 and
FMGS3 hybrids reached high positive or negative MAC% values, respectively.
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We then applied a marker assisted selection by collecting only FMGS’s progenies that had
inherited a high proportion of alleles involved in the production/consumption of malic
acid (Figure 1). These two pools of strains respectively called ACIDIC and DEMALIC
reached extreme MAC% values compared to conventional starters (Figure 2).
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NMR ANALYSIS : CHARACTERIZATION OF YEAST METABOLISM
A 1H-NMR analysis method was developed to investigate the metabolism of malic acid in
two extreme strains (Figure 5). A comparison of intracellular and extracellular compounds
was carried out to better understand the malic acid pathways and present a precise
representation of metabolites.
Significant differences were observed for the extracellular malic acid, pyruvic acid, glycerol
and succinic acid between the two strains. However, these extracellular variations cannot
be explained by the intracellular concentrations which vary very little, except for arginine,
acetic acid and valine. Indeed, results show that cells maintain the homeostasis and a
constant pool of metabolites (Figure 6).

PHENOTYPIC PLASTICITY OF 20 STRAINS
The fermentation of 10 MAL and DEMAL strains was carried out
in 8 musts to evaluate the phenotypic plasticity of these two
groups.
According to a PCA analysis, the two groups are
clearly distinguished by pH and final malic acid content (Figure
3 and 4). The red and white matrices are mostly distinguished
by their fermentation rate that was lower for white wines. This
result confirms that the ability of strains to modulate malic acid
content is quite robust to the environment with a dynamic
range of pH of 0.4 units.
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